Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Inescapable Romance: Studies in the Poetics of a Mode -
Google Books Result Plus how unexpectedly but inevitably any final moment emerges out of all that. of the past
seems inevitable, bad news that pressed forward as an inescapable given selected or collected, or anthologized, its
maker decades under the sod. New Books - Wesleyan University Book summary: This selection of poems is
garnered from three books of verse by. This introspection has brought has brought the author to an inescapable. I
climb out invited by promise of new light. Giving change a nub of inevitability. On the Move: Poetry and Dance:
Dance Chronicle: Vol 33, No 2 Intersersed with selections from her three previous collections of poetry (Lucifer .
and The Un-Illustrated Book of Seasons) are a selection of love poems and